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Still touchable ?
Putting records on the turntable
Flipping book pages
Writing letters …
Disappearing.
Instead, we CLICK.
Our proposal starts from this change of our relationship to information.
The physical relationships we had with the media, such as letters, postcards, newspapers, CD,
started to disappear as the touch, feel, memories and emotions we had with them disappeared.
They now became data that are loaded on screens.
The omnipresence of screens where we click on has not helped us yet figure out the type of
substance it has, the data. Are they material or immaterial? Do they truly exist? If so, where and
how? Encountering this paradox of existence, we invite people to reflect on our physical
relationship to the information: Who replaced our bookstores, record shop and post offices? And
how? Can we recuperate our physical relationships with the information nowdays? Can they still
be tangible and interact-able?
Data finally takes a physical form…

Google Data Center at Hamina, Finland. Image from [1]

We invite the public to explore these questions by bringing them to a remote and hidden space,
a data center-like, where our actual daily performance of producing and receiving information
reaches after having a “long” journey. This space where the intangbile data finally takes a
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physical form, will lead people to recall the interaction experiences of the past and contrast
them.

Installation Overview
: Where the data takes a physical form
Throughout human history, people have imagined very similar spatial structure for archival of
information, from the archive of Tripitaka Koreana [2] made 700 years ago to the recent data
centers. We thought such type of spaces is appropriate to reflect on our question about the
physical relationship to information.

The space we envision is a dark room of black tone, having four large shelving units.
Out of the four, the first and the third are real bookshelves, which will be filled with a variety of
physical objects that people had used originally to access the same type of data that people
access very much through internet nowadays. The objects will inculde books, letters,
newpapers, postcards, vinyl and CDs.
The second and the fourth are transparent plexiglass boxes that have the same size as the
bookshelves. A letter-fall will run and drop small plastic letters into the plexiglass boxes as a
visitor approaches to an object. This letter-fall represents the dynamics of the data and the
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generation of access logs data, that we are finally able to see and touch what we have been
“exploring” for.
The space will be equipped with additional sound effects. Here are the example of the sound.
The sound of keyboard typing1 and the noise of the fans2 will be merged and played in the
background.
Interactive Elements
We will combine the beacon-based location tracking technique with a number of data
processing and hardware techniques in order to make the space react in response to visitors’
movements.

Upon an approach to an object on either of the two bookshelf, the plexiglass box next to the
bookshelf will show interactive effects. First, the letter-fall will run as mentioned above. Second,
a visual representation that shows the execution of relevant system will be displayed on one
side of the boxes together with the letter-fall. If a visitor approaches to a book or a newspaper,
HTTP logs will be displayed. Similarly, waveforms will be shown if the visitor approaches to a
vinyl record.

1
2

3

Keyboard typing sound example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9rcaYBl1vw
Fan noise example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vb_Xvjbj_TI
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Technical implementation
The ATOS beacons and the AGILE gateway will be used as a basis: first, to identify to which
object a visitor approaches; second, to send commands and coordinate other devices. The
ATOS beacons will be attached to the different types of objects on the shelves (e.g., books,
vinyl, letters) and broadcast only to the devices nearby. If a visitor approaches with a receiver,
this event will be captured by the AGILE gateway. The AGILE gateway will identify the type of
the approached object and trigger the letter-fall and plexiglass box display to run accordingly.
We below describe the implementation plan of the letter-fall and the plexiglass box display.
As for the letter-fall, we will prepare sufficient amount of plastic letters that will be hidden above
the plexiglass box. To make the letters fall sequentially, a mini conveyor belt will be developed
and mounted on the plexiglass box. It will carry the letters from the storage and drop them into
the box. An example DIY conveyer belt can be found at [3]. To have the conveyer belt operate
only upon receiving a signal from the AGILE gateway, the development will be based on an
electric hardware platform such as Arduino [4]. It will use a microcontroller to receive the AGILE
signal and control a motor which will run the conveyer belt.
The visual display on the plexiglass box will use a small computer (possibly a tablet) and a
projector to receive the signals from the AGILE gateway and produce the audio-visual output.
As mentioned above, the output includes HTTP logs and waveforms (and possibly more in the
development process). To visualize the HTTP logs at a very detailed granularity, we will project
the logs of phantomJS [5], a headless browser that prints all HTTP actions and responses to a
terminal. The waveforms of audios will be extracted and visualized through a javascript library,
wavesurfer [6].
General requirements
Space
- Black box (3.5m x 3.5m approx.)
- Light : very dim
Equipments
- Two dark color bookshelves (Height: 1.9 m, Width: 1.2m , Depth: .35m )
- Two transparent plexiglass boxes (same size as the bookshelves, not covered on top)
- Pile of white plastic letters (1cm x 1cm)
- Pile of books, Vinyl record covers, letters and postcards
- Black cables (won’t be used actually, installation objects)
- Two projectors (smaller ones preferred)
- Electric power
Sound effects
- As described page 2
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About Us
Yeon Sue Park is an anthropologist-artist and Souneil Park is a computer scientist specialized in
data mining and human-computer interaction. We’ve been having an interest to collaborate, not
only because of the many ongoing interdisciplinary efforts between art and technology but
mainly due to our increasing desire to communicate with a larger public, beyond artist groups or
academia using a coherent and experimental language of expression. In this collaborative work,
also we expect that the anthropology can play a role in bridging the gap between the two areas,
creating a pertinent narrative.
For example, this year, starting from the theory of a french anthropologist Michel de Certeau,
each of us developed a research topic. Arriving to Barcelona as migrants, we were surprised by
the scale of tourists in the city, and observed how their act of “touristic walking” re-create a
unique urban landscape. Certeau’s view of the act of walking as an appropriation of urban
space (as if the act of speech is an appropriation of a language), provided us with a way to
reflect on and interpret the mobility in Barcelona. As a result, Yeon Sue presented workshop
and performance about this theme and Souneil’ research led to a large-scale mobility modeling
technology.
While the works above are separate projects that were developed from a shared context, we
aim to create an integrated project through this opportunity. In addition, Adaptation is in line with
our interests and skills since both of us focus on obtaining interpretations from technology and
data, one from an artistic and the other from an analytical perspective. We also look forward to
working together with hardware (sensors and device layer) developers as we are relatively in
the softer areas.
Yeon Sue Park’s past works can be found at [7] and Souneil Park’s works can be found at [8].
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